Integrating Biological Networks for Drug Target Prediction and Prioritization.
Computational prediction of the clinical success or failure of a potential drug target for therapeutic use is a challenging problem. Novel network propagation algorithms that integrate heterogeneous biological networks are proving useful for drug target identification and prioritization. These approaches typically utilize a network describing relationships between targets, a method to disseminate the relevant information through the network, and a method to elucidate new associations between targets and diseases. Here, we utilize one such network propagation-based approach, DTINet, which starts with diffusion component analysis of networks of both potential drug targets and diseases. Then an inductive matrix completion algorithm is applied to identify novel disease targets based on their network topological similarities with known disease targets with successfully launched drugs. DTINet performed well as assessed with area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR = 0.88 ± 0.007) and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC = 0.86 ± 0.008). These metrics improved when we combined data from multiple networks in the target space but reduced significantly when we used a more conservative method to define negative controls (AUPR = 0.56 ± 0.007, AUROC = 0.57 ± 0.007). We are optimistic that integration of more relevant and cleaner datasets and networks, careful calibration of model parameters, as well as algorithmic improvements will improve prediction accuracy. However, we also recognize that predicting drug targets that are likely to be successful is an extremely challenging problem due to its complex nature and sparsity of known disease targets.